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FOREWORD
TO THE 2017 EDITION

It gives me enormous pleasure to introduce new readers to
the groundbreaking Elementary Glossary of Culinary 
Bioethiocal Terms written by the great late Professor 
(then Dr) Brian Thrupiece in 1964 in circumstances of 
considerable hardship during his time at The Technical 
College of Danang.

In these enlightened times it is difficult to imagine a world
in which the study of Culinary Bio-ethics held only the
moist tenuous fingerhold in our great universities, so it is
a pleasure and a duty to record the enormous influence
that this volume had in securing the fledgling science and
allowing it to flourish as it surely does today.

Since Professor Thrupiece wrote this volume, there has
been much progress and the world is greatly changed; yet
modern-day students as well as people of intelligence will
still derive much from a careful study of it.

Alongside the original printed pages we have taken the
opportunity to reproduce Professor Thrupiece’s original
manuscripts for surely some of the excitement of creativity
can be discerned in his hand?

I believe so.

Amanda J Threadbone (Mrs)



A

abhorrence [ab-hawr-uh ns, -hor-] 

feelings of disgust on opening a ham sandwich only to 
find the presence of an offensive yellow smear

B 

bioethics [bahy-oh-eth-iks] 

see culinary

C 

culinary [kyoo-luh-ner-ee, kuhl-uh-] 

see bioethics

D

dilemma [dih-lem-uh] 

uncertainty arising from choice of mayonnaise or 
ketchup with chips (UK only) 

E

ethics [eth-iks] 

see Culinary and Bioethics



A = Abhorrence: feelings of 
disgust on opening a ham sand-
wich only to find the presence 
of an offensive yellow smear
B = Bioethics: see culinary
C = Culinary: see bioethics
D = Dilemma: uncertainty 
arising from choice of mayon-
naise or ketchup with chips 
(UK only)
E = Ethics: see Culinary 
and Bioethics

baked beans 
washing up liquid
marigolds
sink plug
call  the clinic



F

false choice [fawls chois] 

decision regarding correct layering of cream and jam on 
scone (Cornwall/Devon only)
G

gravitas [grav-i-tahs, -tas] 

 bioethical weight of a substance normally measured 
on the internationally recognised Thrupiece Scale

H 

humus [hyoo-muh s or, often, yoo] 

most toxic source of culinary bio-ethical 
contamination known to the culinary-bioethical 
scientific world

I

iota [ahy-oh-tuh] 

amount by which a sensible a person couldn’t be 
arsed regarding the Dijon v English Mustard debate 



F = False choice: decision 
regarding correct layering 
of cream and jam on scone - 
Cwl/Dvn only
G = Gravitas: bioethical 
weight of a substance normally 
measured on the internationally 
recognised Thrupiece Scale
H = Humus: most toxic 
source of culinary bio-ethi-
cal contamination known to the 
culinary-bioethical scientific 
world
I = Iota, amount by which a 
sensible a person couldn’t be 
arsed regarding the Dijon v 
English Mustard debate 

remember switch off light in    
                outside toilet       



J

jot [jot] 

see iota

K 

Karmite [kahr-moh-ahyt

culinary bio-ethically assured marmite

L 

limit [lim-it] 

extent to which a sensible a person couldn’t be 
arsed regarding the chickpea as an alleged source of 
human nutrition 

M

malfeasance [mal-fee-zuh ns] 

misdemeanour arising from incorrect application of 
culinary bio-ethical principles especially within the 
Threadbone Corporation



J = Jot: see iota
K = Klopp: ontological issue 
surrounding 
L = Limit: extent to which a 
sensible a person couldn’t be 
arsed regarding the chickpea 
as an alleged source of human 
nutrition 
M = Malfeasance: misde-
meanour arising from incorrect 
application of culinary bio-ethi-
cal principles 
Remember to buy bread
Phone Edna next month

Try rice with marmalade

  Eat more dust



N

negative nutrition [neg-uh-tiv noo-trish-uh n, nyoo-] 

concept central to the thrupiecediet best exemplified in 
pure fluff

O 

onanism [oh-nuh-niz-uh m] 

guilty pleasure arising from solitary culinary bio-
ethical contemplation

P 

personal trainer [pur-suh-nl trey-ner] 

[colloq] a waste of time, energy and money [see also 
fitnessthethreadboneway]

Q

quantum [kwon-tuh m] 

unit of culinary bio-ethical measurement equal to 
three scruples or one toss



N = Negative Nutri-
tion: concept central to the 
thrupiecediet best exemplified 
in pure fluff
O = Onanism: guilty pleasure 
arising from solitary culinary 
bio-ethical contemplation
P = Personal trainer (coll  )
a waste of time, energy and 
money
Q = Quantum: unit of culinary 
bio-ethical measurement equal 
to  three scruples or one toss

telephone Brenda and 

see if her back’s better

Can fluff be flavoured?  

If so what with?



R

retribution [ab-hawr-uh ns, -hor-re-truh-byoo-shuh n]

pastime honed to perfection by Mrs Amanda J 
Threadbone

S

shelley [shel-ee] 

a unit of ethical depravity (named for Shelley-
Lulette Sizemore)

T 

Thrupiece Scale [throo-pees skeyl] 

scale of culinary bio-ethical weight first proposed by 
Dr (later) Professor Brian Thrupiece

U

underwear [duhn-der-wair] 

intimate clothing alien to Shelley-Lulette Sizemore



R = Retribution: pastime 
honed to perfection by Mrs 
Amanda J Threadbone
S = Shelley: a unit of ethical 
depravity (named for Shel-
ley-Lulette Sizemore)
T = Thrupiece Scale: scale 
of culinary bio-ethical weight 
first proposed by Dr (later) 
Professor Brian Thrupiece
U = Underwear: intimate 
clothing alien to Shelley-Lu-
lette Sizemore

Four oz fluff

Two oz sweetner

        Lemon juice?

Ziggy’s latest is crap!

Get  toilet paper!!!

Sprouts



V

value [val-yoo] 

article of faith poorly understood by those making 
purchases from the orinoco store 

W 

wellbeing [wel-bee-ing] 

concept alien to the thrupiecediet

X 

X-factor [x-fak-ter] 

 [a] bio-ethical culinary substance equivalent 
to phlogiston [b] missing ingredient in the 
thrupiecediet

Y

yoke [yohk] 

[colloq] a drag or pain in the arse e.g. The Late Mr 
Threadbone; not part of an egg



V = Value: article of faith 
dpoorly understood by those 
making purchases from the 
orinoco store 
W = Wellbeing: concept 
alien to the thrupiecediet
X = X factor - [a] 
bio-ethical culinary sub-
stance equivalent to phlogis-
ton [b] missing ingredient 
in the thrupiecediet
Y = Yoke [colloq] A drag 
or pain in the arse e.g. 
The Late Mr Thread-
bone

plain brown envelopes



Z
Ziggy Osmington [zi-gee oz-ming-t-hun]

[colloq] a tosser



Z = Ziggy Osmington coll 
a tosser

Whew - glad that’s done.  
Goodness I’m hungry and not 
a piece of fluff in sight!

ask Osmina about Saturday 

night; buy deodorant and new na-

sal clipper !!








